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There are a myriad of new directions in which databases are growing, presenting new and exciting challenges that promise flux in the whole society, because of the impact and changes the database systems have provoked almost everywhere in modern life. This ranges from the way the organizations operate and make their business decisions, to the use of portable devices with database involvements. The Encyclopedia of Database Technologies and Applications is a wide-ranging collection of diverse coverage of topics related to database concepts, technologies, and applications - providing an overview of the state-of-the-art of classical subjects. It also delivers clear and concise explanations of emerging issues and technologies such as multimedia database systems, data warehousing and mining, geospatial and temporal databases, and data reverse engineering. Contributions from hundreds of international researchers make this publication a priceless single reference source in any library on the topic of database technologies and applications. 

       About the Author
 Laura Rivero is a Professor in the Department of Computer Science and Systems. Her lecturing and research activities concentrate on data structures and database design and integrity. Prof. Rivero has an extensive publication research background and she is co-editor of the book "Database Integrity: Challenges and Solutions" published in 2002 by Idea Group Publishing.
Jorge Horacio Doorn is full professor at the Computer Science Department in the Universidad Nacional del Centro (UNCPBA), Argentina, since 1989. He has wide experience in actual industrial applications of database technologies and has been project leader in several major database projects. Currently he is the head of the database research team at the Computer Science and Systems Department. His research interests include compilers design and database systems. Prof. Doorn is the Co-Editor of the book "Database Integrity: Challenges and Solutions" published in 2002 by Idea Group Publishing. 

Eng. Viviana E. Ferraggine is Assistant Professor at Center of Buenos Aires Province National University. She has received her degree in Computer Science at the same university, in 1997. She has published many book chapters, articles presented at various professional international conferences related with her research activities. She is assistant researcher at the Database Integrity Research Group. 
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Interoperability of Enterprise Software and ApplicationsSpringer, 2005
Interoperability: the ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or products without special effort from the user is a key issue in manufacturing and industrial enterprise generally. It is fundamental to the production of goods and services quickly and at low cost at the same time as maintaining levels of quality and customisation....
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Total Leopard: The Macworld OS X 10.5 SuperguideMacworld, 2008
Get up to Speed with Mac OS X 10.5
Nobody spends more time with Apple's computers and software than the writers and editors at Macworld, the world's foremost Mac authority. Now Macworld's team of experts take you inside Apple's latest operating system, Mac OS X 10.5, to help you master important new features, discover hidden...
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Systems Thinking and E-participation: Ict in the Governance of SocietyInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Systems Thinking and E-Participation: ICT in the Governance of Society provides a systemic-based inquiry platform to explore boundaries, limits, and advantages of information and communication technology use in public decision making processes. This publication examines the impact of governmental technologies useful to those involved with...
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SPSS 13.0 Base Users GuidePrentice Hall, 2004

	SPSS for Windows provides a powerful statistical analysis and data management
	system in a graphical environment, using descriptive menus and simple dialog boxes
	to do most of the work for you. Most tasks can be accomplished simply by pointing
	and clicking the mouse.


	SPSS Base 13.0 Users Guide provides a thorough explanation...
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Clinical Algorithms in General Surgery: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2019

	
		As the field of general surgery continues to expand, the diagnostic and therapeutic pathways are becoming more complex.  The diagnostic modalities available to the clinician can be both very helpful but also overwhelming considering the findings can often determine the scope of treatment for a patient.  
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Tree-Structure based Hybrid Computational Intelligence: Theoretical Foundations and ApplicationsSpringer, 2009
Research in computational intelligence is directed toward building thinking machines and improving our understanding of intelligence. As evident, the ultimate achievement in this field would be to mimic or exceed human cognitive capabilities including reasoning, recognition, creativity, emotions, understanding, learning and so on. In this book,...
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